Bona SuperCourt® Athletic Floor Care Microfiber Scrubbing Pads

Technical Data Sheet

Bona SuperCourt Athletic Floor Care (AFC) Microfiber Scrubbing Pads are designed to be used with an auto scrubbing machine and specifically for wood floors. Absorbing microfibers pick-up dirt and debris with light scrubbing. The scrubbing pads are double sided for easy attachment and removal from auto scrubber drive plates. Clean pads are essential and recommended for best results.

- Commercial grade microfiber absorbs and removes dust and dirt debris
- Designed for auto scrubbing wood floors
- Machine washable and reusable up to 50 times
- Safe for wood floors

Recommended Use

For use with the Bona SuperCourt® Cleaner Concentrate and auto scrubbing machine.

DIRECTIONS:

For use with the auto scrubbers and Bona SuperCourt Cleaner Concentrate. Always begin with a clean pad. Place clean microfiber scrubbing pads onto the auto scrubber drive plates. Fill the auto scrubber with Bona SuperCourt Cleaner Concentrate as recommended on the label instructions. The auto scrubber settings should be set to light head pressure and light flow. Begin auto scrubbing.

Pad Washing Instructions:

- Wash in warm water
- Air or tumble dry
- DO NOT use bleach or fabric softeners
- DO NOT was with articles that shed lint

Order Information

20” Microfiber Scrubbing Pad
Item # AX0003502
#/Case 5 Each